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Suppose A c S3 is a ribbon disk and let D(A) denote the canonical properly embedded 2-disk 
obtained by pushing the interior of A into g4. A well-known conjecture states that the disk pair 
(B4, D(d)) is trivial provided the sphere pair J(B4, D(A)) is trivial. We show here that the 
conjecture is true for those D(A) with the property that there is an embedded 2-disk, 0’ c S3, 
whose boundary is JD(A) and which intersects A in ‘transverse double points’. 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class (1970): Primary 57 Cgg, 57065 
PL disk pair trivial disk pair ribbon disk 
In dimensions )z, n # 4, it is known that a locally flat PL disk pair (B”, Dn-*) is 
trivial if and only if B” -D”-* is a K(Z, 1) and a(B”, Dn-*) is trivial (see [4]). If 
d cS3 is a ribbon disk bounded’ by’ the unknot it is known that B4-D(A) is a 
K(Z, 1) where D(A) is the natural slicing disk obtained from d in B4. Thus it is a 
well-known conjecture that (B4, D(A)) must be trivial. Hence we show the following 
Theorem. Let A be a ribbon disk in S3 whose boundary is the unknot and let D(A) 
denote the embedded 2-disk obtained by pushing A into B4. If there is an embedded 
2-disk 0’ in S3 such that aD2 = aA and D* meets A in transverse double points then 
the disk pair (B4, D(A)) is trivial. 
Before entering into the proof of this theorem we shall introduce the necessary 
concepts, facts and definitions concerning ribbon disks required for understanding 
what follows. Initially, however, we remark that although studying properties of A 
to obtain a greater understanding of D(A) seems natural enough, there is a certain 
difficulty - namely that even if aA is unknotted in S3 the singular set of A might 
appear the same as a ribbon disk whose boundary is knotted in S3. Fig. 1 provides 
an example of such a A. 
* Most of the ideas contained in this paper were developed during an enjoyable visit to the University 
of California, Santa Barbara, in the Spring Quarter of its Year of Topology 1979-80. I owe many 
thanks to Professor Ken Millett of UCSB for his efforts in making my visit possible. 
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Fig. 1. 
This is the reason we study the intersection of A with the embedded 2-disk, D2, 
such that aA = aD*. For instance, there is an embedded D* in S3 whose boundary 
is aA and which meets A transversely in double points for the A of Figure 1. It is 
an interesting question as to whether every A whose boundary is unknotted has 
the property that it meets an embedded ‘L-disk, having the same boundary, trans- 
versely in double points. 
Facts, etc., concerning ribbon disks 
A ribbon disk, A, is the image of an immersion i(A) : B* + S3 whose singular set 
consists of a disjoint collection of subarcs of B2, Ail, Ai2, i = 1, . . . , k, where 
i(A)(Ail) = i(A)(AJ for i = 1, . . . , k, Ail is properly embedded in B* and Ai is 
contained in the interior of B* for i = 1,. . . , k. Furthermore, we require that i(A) 
is transverse over its singular set. The typical ribbon intersection is depicted in Fig. 2. 
1 
Fig. 2. 
An important fact about ribbon disks is that they determine the O-framing of 
their boundary knot. By this we mean that given any orientable Seifert surface for 
the boundary of a ribbon disk, A, then up to isotopy there is an open neighborhood, 
N, of aB* such that i(A)(N) misses this Seifert surface except along i(A)(aB*). In 
particular, for our purposes the Seifert surface will be the embedded 2-disk. We 
say that A and an embedded ‘L-disk D* with aD2 = aA meet transversely in double 
points provided D* meets A transversely in double points away from aD* and there 
is a neighborhood N of aB* such that D*ni(A)(N)=aD*. We remark that D* 
cannot meet the singular set of A except along its boundary if D* and A meet 
transversely in double points. 
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Associated to a ribbon disk, A, there is a properly embedded 2-disk, D(A) c B4. 
To describe D(A) it is useful to view B4 as the cone on S3, i.e. 
B4=s3xw, 11 
S”x{O} ’ 
Since we are only interested in D(A) and not the embedding map we define D(A) 
by determining the intersection D(A) n (S3 X {t}) as t varies over [0, 11. For this we 
choose a small regular neighborhood N(Ail) for each Ail in the singular set of 
i(A). Then 
4, I), 
i(A)(aB2 u u N(Aid, t = 2, 
D(A)n(S3x{t})= 
t E ($9 $1, 
t =f. 
Fig. 3 depicts the D(A) for the A in Fig. 1. 
Fig. 3. 
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It is useful to introduce the following terminology for the proof of the theorem. 
If X is a subdisk of D(A) contained in a single t-level of B4, say to, we will use 
‘push X to the ti-level’ to mean the isotopy of D(A) in B4 carrying X to a parallel 
copy in the ti-level of B4. This isotopy fixes D(A)-X and changes only the 
t-coordinate of X except in a neighborhood of 8X. In this neighborhood coordinates 
change as we reel out or in copies of ax (or subarcs of 3X) in each t-level as i 
varies from to to tl. Also, we shall abuse notation slightly in the case X is an 
embedded 2-disk in A. Here, when we say X lies in the to-level of D(A) we mean 
X c D (A) n (S3 x {to}) as a parallel copy of X c S3. 
Proof of the Theorem. Henceforth we assume A is a ribbon disk in S3 and D* is 
the embedded 2-disk in S3 such that aA = aD* and D* and A meet in transverse 
double points. The proof of the Theorem is based on showing that there is a ribbon 
disk d such that ad = aDz, D2 and d meet transversely in double points, the number 
of components of D2n A is greater than the number of components of D* n A, 
and the disk pairs D(A) and D(b) are isotopic (rel S3). We remark that this implies 
that the Theorem is true since we inductively can find a ribbon disk which meets 
D* in only its boundary and hence must be embedded. That D(embedded disk) is 
unknotted in B4 is obvious. Hence (B4, D(A)) is isotopic to the trivial (4,2)-disk pair. 
The construction of d’ is accomplished in four cases. In each of these cases the 
verification that D2 meets i in transverse double points is straightforward as are 
the verifications that aD* = a8 and that D* A d’ contains fewer components than 
does D’nA. In an attempt to streamline the proof I have left these verifications 
as exercises for the reader. 
Case 1. In this case we assume that D* n A contains an interior circle of intersec- 
tion. Under this assumption, suppose cr c 0’ nA is an innermost circle in D*. Since 
the subarcs of D* n A are properly embedded in D*, it follows that the disk, d c D*, 
bounded by CT misses A except in its boundary. Also since the interior of D* misses 
the singular set of A, we must have that [i(A)]-‘(a) is a circle missing the Aif’s. 
slide a across d 
Portion of A Portion of A+ 
Fig. 4. (A) A-A,. 
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Thus the disk bounded by [i(A)]-‘(u) in B2 must miss the Ail’s -hence its image, 
S CA, is embedded in S3. 
We then have that d u,S is an embedded 2-sphere in S3. The desired d’ in this 
case is obtained from A by isotoping S across the 3-cell bounded by d u,S so that 
d misses d. To see that (B4, D(A)) is isotopic to (B4, D(d))(rel S3) we first observe 
that for the same reasons that S is embedded in S3 we have that S is in the i-level 
of D(A). We then push S down to the a-level of B4 where we perform the isotopy 
\ 
Portion of D(A) Intermediate stage I Intermediate stage iI Pcrtion of D&l 
Fig. 4. (B) The isotopy D(A)+D(A,). 
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across the 3-cell bounded by d u,S. The resulting sub-disk is then pushed back 
into the i-level. To obtain D(d) we push the i(A)(N(A;,))‘s in the a-level of D(A) 
such that Aiz c [i(A)]-‘(S) down to the k-level. This completes Case 1. 
The remaining cases are conducted under the assumption that D2 n A contains 
no interior circles of intersection. Thus, if (Y c D’nA is an outermost arc of 
intersection in D2 there is a disk, d c D*, which is bounded by cr and a subarc of 
?JD* such that the interior of d misses A. Let A, denote the immersed disk in S3 
obtained from A by sliding cz across d. 
TO study A, we observe that [i(A)]-*(a) joins the endpoints of AiZ’S. If [i(A)]-‘(a) 
joins the endpoints of distinct Aiz’S, then A, is a ribbon disk. If [i(A)]-‘(a) joins 
the endpoint of a single Ai*, then A, is not a ribbon disk - it has ribbon singularities 
and a single doubled circle. This double circle is obtained by pinching the endpoints 
of the arcs Ail and Aiz to circles where [i(A)]-l(a) joins the endpoints of Aiz. 
In either of the two cases discussed in the preceding paragraph we can define 
D(A,) in a natural way. In the case when [i(A)]-‘(a) joins the endpoints of Aiz 
the image under i(A,) of a regular neighborhood of the circle obtained by pinching 
the endpoints of Ail to a circle will appear in the z-level of D(A,) and the image 
under i(A,) of the circle obtained by pinching the endpoints of Aiz appears in the 
i-level of D(A,). An argument analogous to the one used to complete Case 1 yields 
(B4, D(A,)) is isotopic to (B4, D(A))(rel S3). See Fig. 4. 
Case 2. Here we assume that [i(A)]-*(a) joins distinct Aiz’S. Then A, is a ribbon 
disk and we take A, = i. The above remarks complete this case. 
The remaining two cases deal with the hypothesis that [i(A)]-‘(a) joins the 
endpoints of a single Aiz. For these cases let C1 and Cz in B* denote the circles 
in the singular set of i(A,) obtained by pinching the endpoints of Ail and AQ 
respectively. 
Portion of A* Portion of 2 
Fig. 5. (A) A,wd for Case 3(ii). Note: Bands and tongues can be piercing the interiors of 81 and 82. 
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Cuse 3. The circles Cr and C, are not nested in BZ. Then since these are interior 
circles in B* and the remaining components of i(A,) are ribbon singularities the 
argument used in Case 1 implies that the image of the disks bounded by Cr and 
Cz, denoted S1 and S2 respectively, under i(A,), are embedded in S3. Thus 
Sr u i(h,j(cij S2 is an embedded 2-sphere in S3. 
The desired d’ in this case is obtained from A, by 
(i) pushing S2 across the 3-cell bounded by Sr US* if Sr nD2 contains fewer or 
the same number of components as S2 nD2, or 
(ii) pushing.Sr across the 3-cell bounded by 61 US* if S2nD2 contains fewer 
components than Sr nD2. 
The argument used to show (B4, D(A,)) and (B4, D(d)) are isotopic (rel S3) in 
(i) is essentially the argument of Case 1. For subcase (ii) there is a minor difficulty, 
this being that St is not entirely contained in the $-level of D(A,). To get around 
this problem we first push S2 across the 3-cell bounded by 6, w S2 and then pull 
both disks back across the 3-cell bounded by SIUSZ so in the end S2 appears as 
though it had been fixed throughout. Fig. 5 shows how to perform these moves via 
an isotopy in B4. 
Case 4. Here we assume that Cr and CZ are nested in B2, Note that since C2 
is Ai2u[i(A)]-*(a) up to isotopy in B2 we must have CI lying outside Cz in B2. 
The desired d’ in this case is obtained from A, by deleting the image of the annullus 
between Cr and C2. 
Again the image of the disk bounded by C2, SZ c A*, is embedded in S3. Let S1 
denote the image of the disk bounded by C1 minus a small collar’on Cr, so that 
S2 c int Sr and S1 is embedded in the &level of D(A,). Then there is an isotopy of 
Sr (rel&S,) carrying Sr to a parallel copy of S2 in S3, since we may assume &Sr is 
parallel to &S2 in S3 and both aSI and 82 are unknotted. This is a Reidemeister- 
Singer Theorem, see [2] or [5]. Performing this isotopy in the $-level of B4 is the 
essential step in showing that D(A,) is isotopic to D(d) (rel S3> in Case 4. See 
Fig. 6. This completes the proof of the Theorem. 
Portion of A* Portion of a” 
Fig. 6. (A) A,-d for Case 4. 
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Final remarks 
It appears unlikely that every ribbon disk bounded by the unknot would have 
the property that it would meet some embedded 2-disk with the same boundary 
in transverse double points. However, I have not been able to construct a counter 
example. For this reason I believe the most important aspect of the paper is the 
basic idea of raising and lowering handles to alter D (d)‘s appearance. For instance, 
these techniques can be used to show certain handle slides of B4 -D(A) are obtained 
from isotopies of D(A) in B4. Hence these techniques might prove useful in 
understanding the question as to whether B4-D(A) diffeomorphic to B3XS’ 
implies (B4, D(A)) is the trivial disk pair. 
Addendum 
The following (see Fig. 7) is an example of a ribbon disk bounded by the unknot 
with the property that no embedded 2-disk having the same boundary misses the 
singular set of the ribbon disk. The push-in of this ribbon disk into B4 yields the 
trivial (4,2)-disk pair so the Theorem proved in this paper does not give sufficient 
conditions for a (4,2)-disk pair obtained in the above fashion to be the trivial disk 
pair. 
Fig. 7. 
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